Official electronic eartags for sheep and goat

Sheep and goat eartags are made of plastic. The eartag bears the ISO code of Latvia “LV” and the unique identification number of the animal. The eartag also has the ADC logo.

Data on the front part of the electronic eartag is printed in semicircle: the logo of the Agricultural data centre and ISO code “LV” are printed in semicircle. Identification number of the animal, and ID number are printed in the semicircle. On the electronic eartag are written data: Latvian code (428) and the identification number of the animal. In the inside of electronic eartag Latvia Country code “LV” is replaced with Country code “428” and the number of eartag is 428012345630002.

Information on the rear part of the eartag can be printed in the same way: the logo of the Agricultural data centre and ISO code “LV” are printed in the first row. The first eight numbers of the identification number of the animal are printed in the second row, the last four numbers of the ID numbers are printed in the third row.

We use electronic eartags from producers:

- ALLFLEX EUROPE

Animal identification number shown on the (last) plastic eartag shall be read in the following sequence: “LV012345630002”.